
MFL (Year 9) - Curriculum Map 2021-22

Year 9 French Year 9 Spanish

Over-
view

Some Y9 students follow our Content and Language Integrated Learning programme of
study, whereby they study content from other areas of the school, alongside French or
Spanish.

Half
Term 1

CLIL: Science & PE

- discuss which foods/sports you do and do
not like to eat in French, describe what
constitutes a healthy diet and why it’s
important, learn about the digestive system,
name different body parts in French, talk
about why exercise is important and learn
about sports in France

CLIL: Science & PE

- discuss which foods/sports you do and do
not like to eat in Spanish, describe what
constitutes a healthy diet and why it’s
important, learn about the digestive system,
name different body parts in Spanish, talk
about why exercise is important and learn
about sports in Spain

Half
Term 2

CLIL: Poetry

- recognise and understand key
grammatical terms in French/English, use
synonyms and antonyms, prefixes and
suffixes, explain the differences between
similes and metaphors as well as
comparatives and superlatives, read a range
of British as well as French  poetry an
analyse it

CLIL: Poetry

- recognise and understand key
grammatical terms in Spanish/English, use
synonyms and antonyms, prefixes and
suffixes, explain the differences between
similes and metaphors as well as
comparatives and superlatives, read a range
of British as well as Hispanic poetry an
analyse it

Half
Term 3

CLIL: Art

-revise  colours, shapes and prepositions and
opinions in French, learn about a series of
artists with French connections, describe a
variety of artistic concepts and techniques ,
explain how art can be used to express
issues, discuss what we can learn about
French  history through studied art work

CLIL: Art

-revise  colours, shapes and prepositions
and opinions in Spanish, learn about a
series of artists with Spanish connections,
describe a variety of artistic concepts and
techniques , explain how art can be used to
express issues, discuss what we can learn
about Spanish history through studied art



work

Half
Term 4

CLIL: History

- define discrimination, explore racism
within the footballing community, discuss
common stereotypes of British and French
people and explore regional identity, learn
about Francophone history and explore
immigration, learn what The Scramble for
Africa was and discuss human rights.

CLIL: History

- define discrimination, explore racism
within the footballing community, discuss
common stereotypes of British and Spanish
people and explore regional identity, learn
about South American history and explore
immigration, learn who Franco was and
discuss human rights.

Half
Term 5

CLIL: Geography

-study tropical rainforests of Madagascar
and its wildlife, look at tropical storms in
Cape Verde,, explain why earthquakes
happen in Haiti, describe how a volcano
erupts in La Reúnion,

CLIL: Geography

-study The Amazon rainforest and its
wildlife, look at tropical storms in Cuba,
explain why earthquakes happen in Chile,
describe how a volcano erupts in Ecuador.

Half
Term 6

CLIL: Enterprise Project

-work in teams to create and launch a
product linked to health, sports and lifestyle.
develop a range of skills needed to
communicate effectively, enhance ICT skills

CLIL: Enterprise Project

-work in teams to create and launch a
product linked to health, sports and lifestyle.
develop a range of skills needed to
communicate effectively, enhance ICT skills


